Abstract. Texture is one of many important features to capture in image characteristics. A recent texture unit-based texture spectrum approach, referred to as texture unit coding (TUC) developed by Wang and He has shown promise in texture classification. We present a new texture feature extraction coding, called gradient texture unit coding (GTUC) that is based on Wang and He's texture unit to capture gradient changes in a texture unit. Since the GTUC also generates an 8-D ternary texture feature vector in the same way that the TUC does, a GTUC-generated feature vector can be further represented by a number in the same range generated by the TUC. As a result, the GTUC-generated numbers also form a texture spectrum similar to that formed by the TUC-generated numbers. By normalizing a texture spectrum as a probability distribution, this work further develops an information divergence (ID)-based discrimination criterion to measure the discrepancy between two texture spectra, a concept yet to be explored in texture analysis. To compare the GTUC to the TUC in texture classification, several criteria used in hyperspectral image analysis are also introduced for performance analysis.
Introduction
Texture is one of the fundamental features used to describe image characteristics. One commonly used approach is the gray-level co-occurrence matrix that provides gray-level transition information between two gray levels. 1 Using a rather different approach, Wang and He 2 considered a 3ϫ3 window as a texture unit ͑TU͒ along with its eight-neighbor connectivity 3 to generate an 8-D texture feature vector for each pixel that represents the gray-level changes between the pixel at the center of the texture unit, referred to as a seed pixel, and its eight neighboring pixels specified by eight orientations 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315 deg, shown in Fig. 1 . As a result, each pixel can produce an 8-D texture feature vector that describes gray-level changes in a texture unit along with these eight orientations. Such an 8-D texture feature vector can be further converted to a texture unit number ͑TUN͒ in a ternary representation that specifies a particular texture pattern. Because each pixel in an image generates its own TUN via a TU, these TUNs can be used to form a texture spectrum in the same way that gray-level values of image pixels form an image histogram. The only difference is that the x axis of the texture spectrum is specified by TUNs instead of the gray levels in the image histogram. By virtue of the texture spectrum, Wang and He have investigated various applications. 4 -6 We explore the concept of Wang and He's texture unit and further develop a new texture feature extraction coding method, called gradient texture unit coding ͑GTUC͒ that encodes gradient changes in gray levels between the seed pixel in a texture unit and its two neighboring pixels in a TU, along with two different orientations. In other words, the GTUC extends the Wang and He method, referred to as texture unit coding ͑TUC͒ in this work, in the sense that the GTUC captures the gray-level changes among three pixels rather than two pixels considered in the TUC. More specifically, unlike the TUC that encodes a change in gray level along a particular orientation specified by the seed pixel and one of its eight neighboring pixels in a texture unit, the GTUC dictates texture patterns that describe gradient changes in two orientations specified by the seed pixel and two of its eight neighboring pixels in the texture unit. Consequently, the GTUC can be interpreted as a gradient method of Wang and He's TUC, since it calculates the gray-level changes in two TUNs generated by Wang and He's TUC.
One of the unique features resulting from the TUC is that an 8-D ternary texture feature vector generated by the TUC can be represented by a numerical number, the texture unit number ͑TUN͒, ranging from 0 to 3 8 Ϫ1ϭ6560. In analogy with gray levels that create an image histogram for an image, these TUC-generated TUNs can also be used to form a texture spectrum for a texture image. Similarly, the proposed GTUC also produces an 8-D ternary gradient texture feature vector that generates a numerical value in the same range ͕0,1,¯,6560͖, referred to as the gradient texture unit number ͑GTUN͒ in the same fashion that the TUN is generated by the TUC. As a result, a texture spectrum can also be produced from such GTUNs for a texture image. More interestingly, the relationship between the TUC and the GTUC seems to suggest that what the texture spectrum of TUNs is to the texture spectrum of the GTUNs is similar to what the gray-level image histogram is to spatial graylevel co-occurrence matrix ͑SGLCM͒.
In this work, the two texture feature extraction coding methods, TUC and GTUC, are investigated and compared for performance evaluation. Since it is generally difficult to compare two texture spectra by visual inspection, a texture spectrum is further normalized to unity to form a probability distribution so that the information divergence ͑ID͒, 7, 8 also known as Kullback-Leibler information distance, can be used to measure the discrepancy between two texture spectra. To compare the effectiveness of the TUC and the GTUC, several criteria previously developed in Refs. 8 and 9, along with the commonly used minimum distance in Ref. 5 , are used to perform comparative analysis.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the concept of texture spectrum ͑TS͒ and the texture unit coding ͑TUC͒ developed by Wang and He. Section 3 develops a new texture feature extraction coding, called gradient texture unit coding ͑GTUC͒. Section 4 introduces the information divergence and several criteria that can be used to measure the effectiveness of the TUC and the GTUC. Section 5 conducts experiments for performance comparison. As a concluding section, Sec. 6 is included to summarize the results and contributions accomplished in this work.
Texture Unit Coding
The spatial gray-level co-occurrence matrix ͑SGLCM͒ has been widely used in texture classification due to its ability in capturing transitions between all pairs of two gray levels ͑not necessarily distinct͒. 1 More specifically, it is a matrix W whose elements are specified by frequencies of transitions from one gray to another in a certain way. Many SGLCM-based methods have been developed and reported in the literature. Recently, an alternative approach has been developed by Wang and He.
2,4,5 It considers a 3ϫ3 window as a texture unit and uses gray-level changes between the center pixel in the texture unit and one of its eight neighboring pixels as texture features, from which a texture spectrum could be generated for texture classification. The concept of using the texture spectrum has shown promise in various applications and can be described as follows.
Texture Unit
A texture unit ͑TU͒, described in Fig. 2 , has the pixel X 0 as the center pixel, which is the pixel currently being processed, referred to as the seed pixel, and eight surrounding pixels labeled by X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , X 6 , X 7 , and X 8 considered to be neighboring pixels of X 0 . According to Ref. 3 , the four pixels X 1 , X 3 , X 5 , and X 7 are the firstorder neighboring pixels of V 0 , which form the first-order four-neighbor connectivity, while X 2 , X 4 , X 6 , and X 8 are the second-order neighboring pixels of X 0 to constitute the second-order four-neighbor connectivity. If we assume that 7 , and V 8 are the gray levels corresponding to X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , X 6 , X 7 , and X 8 respectively, Wang and He defined a texture feature number ͑TFN͒ E i associated with a neighboring pixel X i as follows,
where ⌬ is a gray-level tolerance to be determined.
Texture Spectrum
Since there are three values that an E i in Eq. ͑1͒ can take, there are 3 8 ϭ6561 combinations to cover all the possible values of (E 1 ,E 2 ,E 3 ,E 4 ,E 5 ,E 6 ,E 7 ,E 8 ), each of which can be specified by a number N(E 1 ,E 2 ,E 3 ,E 4 , E 5 ,E 6 ,E 7 ,E 8 ), referred to as a texture unit number ͑TUN͒ of X 0 , using the following ternary representation.
By virtue of a TU, each image pixel can generate an 8-D texture feature vector (E 1 ,E 2 ,E 3 ,E 4 ,E 5 ,E 6 ,E 7 ,E 8 ) from which a TUN can be produced using Eq. ͑2͒. By treating such a TUN as a gray level, we can generate a texture spectrum for an image in a manner similar to a gray-level image histogram generated for an image. Since each of eight orientations in Fig. 1 can be used to start off as the first neighboring pixel X 1 , eight different texture spectra can be generated for each image. Using Eq. ͑2͒, we can further convert the TU-based texture spectrum to a probability distribution, p TUN by
where N TUN (i) is the number of pixels whose TUN is N(E 1 ,E 2 ,¯,E 8 )ϭi, defined by Eq. ͑2͒, and N is the total number of pixels in the image.
Gradient Texture Unit Coding
The texture spectrum produced by Eq. ͑2͒ is based on the correlation between the seed pixel X 0 and one of its eight neighboring pixels, X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , X 6 , X 7 , and X 8 in Fig. 2 . It does not take into account the spatial correlation of X 0 with two pixels in its eight-neighbor connectivity. In this section, we develop a new concept of gradient texture unit matrix, which captures the gray-level gradient changes between V 0 and V i and between V 0 and V j . More specifically, for the seed pixel X 0 in a TU, we define a gradient texture feature number ͑GTFN͒ with respect to any pair of its two neighboring pixels X i and X j as follows. 
͑4͒
In analogy with the 8-D texture feature vector defined by (E 1 ,E 2 ,E 3 ,E 4 ,E 5 ,E 6 ,E 7 ,E 8 ) for the seed pixel X 0 , we can generate an 8ϫ8 gradient texture feature matrix ͑GTFM͒ for X 0 by,
whose (i, j) entry ٌV i j is given by Eq. ͑4͒. It should be noted that the GTFM is symmetric and the diagonal elements of ٌM TU can only take values of either 0 or 2. So, we can convert the GTFM to a 36-D gradient texture feature vector where each of the 36 dimensions in the feature vector specifies a gradient change between a particular pair of two pixels X i and X j in Fig. 2 . As a result, there are a total of 2 8 ϩ3 28 gradient texture feature vectors. That is, for each fixed X i in Fig. 2 , there are eight pixels in the eightneighbor connectivity of X 0 , including itself ͑i.e., X i ͒, can be chosen to be X j where each of these pixels represents one particular orientation specified in Fig. 1 . Figure 3 shows an example where X i is chosen to be X 1 and the X j runs from X 1 , X 2 through X 8 , which represents eight different degrees, 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315, with 45 deg apart, namely, 0 deg (
, and 315 deg (X 1 ϪX 0 ϪX 8 ). Similarly, we can also choose X i to be X 2 and the X j to run from X 2 , X 3 ,¯,X 8 through X 1 , as shown in Fig. 4 to also represent eight degrees, 0 deg (
, and 315 deg (X 2 ϪX 0 ϪX 1 ). Comparing Fig. 4 to Fig. 3 , we note that the only thing that matters is the degree formed by X i and X j regardless of what is chosen for X i . In other words, the degree of the angle formed by X i and X j only depends on the difference of subscript, i.e., ͉iϪ j͉. In this case, the eight orientations in Fig. 1 also correspond to the eight degrees specified by 0 deg ( 
Therefore, we can always fix X i at X 1 and let the X j run from X 1 , X 2 through X 8 and generate a gradient texture unit number ͑GTUN͒ for each image pixel, denoted by N(ٌV 1,1 ,ٌV 1,2 ,¯,ٌV 1, 8 ) in the same way that the TUN is generated by Eq. ͑2͒ using the following ternary representation,
Interestingly, there are also 3 8 ϭ6561 combinations in Eq. ͑6͒ to generate GTUNs. Like Wang and He's TUNs, these GTUNs also form a gradient texture spectrum that can be used for texture analysis. In particular, we can further convert the GTU-based texture spectrum to a probability distribution, p GTUN by
where N GTUN (i) is the number of pixels whose GTUN is N(ٌV 1,1 ,ٌV 1,2 ,¯,ٌV 1, 8 )ϭi, defined by Eq. ͑6͒, and N is the total number of pixels in the image.
Texture Discrimination Measures
As described in Secs. 2 and 3, Wang and He's texture spectrum and our proposed gradient texture spectrum can be considered as a probability distribution defined on a probability space (⍀,⌺, P) with the sample space ⍀ϭ͕0,1,...,6560͖, the power set of ⍀ as the even space ⌺, and the probability measure P specified by either p TUN via Eq. ͑3͒ or p GTUN via Eq. ͑7͒. This interpretation allows us to take advantage of the well-established information theory to analyze the texture spectrum. In this section, we present three texture spectrum discrimination measures that were previously derived from hyperspectral imagery 8, 9 and can be used to measure similarity between two texture images. Let m denote a probability measure specified by any texture feature extraction method such as p TUN , p GTUN 
T are texture spectra or gradient texture spectra of two texture images denoted by A and B.
Information Divergence
For a given image A, the self-information provided by ␣ m for TUN or GTUNϭ j is defined by
Similarly, for another image B, the self-information provided by ␤ m for TUN or GTUNϭ j is defined by
Using Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒, we can further define D j (␣ m ʈ ␤ m ), the discrepancy in the self-information of j in ␤ m relative to the self-information of j in ␣ m by 
where D(␣ m ʈ ␤ m ) is the average discrepancy in the selfinformation of ␤ m relative to the self-information of ␣ m . In the context of information theory, D(␣ m ʈ ␤ m ) in Eq. ͑11͒ is called the relative entropy of ␤ m with respect to ␣ m , which is also known as the Kullback-Leibler information measure, directed divergence, or cross entropy. 7 Similarly, we can also define the average discrepancy in the self-information of ␣ m relative to the self-information of ␤ m by
Summing Eqs. ͑11͒ and ͑12͒ yields information divergence ͑ID͒ defined by
which can be used to measure the similarity of texture patterns between two texture images A and B. It should be noted that while
Relative Discriminatory Probability
Let ͕s k ͖ kϭ1 K be K texture images in the set ⌬, which can be considered as a database, and t be any specific target texture image to be identified using ⌬. We define the discriminatory probabilities of all s k 's in ⌬ relative to t as follows.
where ⌺ iϭ1 K m(t,s i ) is a normalization constant determined by t and ⌬. The resulting probability vector p t,⌬
T is called the relative discriminatory probability ͑RDPB͒ of ⌬ with respect to t or the spectral discriminatory probability vector of ⌬ relative to t. Then, using Eq. ͑14͒ we can identify t via ⌬ by selecting the one with the smallest relative spectral discriminability probability. If there is a tie, either one can be used to identify t.
Relative Discriminatory Entropy
T given by Eq. ͑14͒ is the relative discriminability probability vector of t using a selective set of texture images ⌬ϭ͕s k ͖ kϭ1 K , we can further define the relative discriminatory entropy ͑RSDE͒ of the spectral signature t with respect to the set ⌬, denoted by H RSDE m (t,⌬) by
provides an uncertainty measure of identifying t resulting from using ⌬ϭ͕s k ͖ kϭ1
(t,⌬) may have less chance to identify t.
Relative Discriminatory Power
Let d be a texture image. Assume that s and sЈ are a pair of two texture images to be compared using the d as a reference texture image. 
Experiments
In this section, the same four texture images of size 640 ϫ640 pixels labeled in Fig. 5͑a͒ that were used in Refs. 2, 4, 5, and 6 were also used for experiments to conduct a comparative study between Wang and He's TUC and our proposed GTUC for performance evaluation using the minimum distance ͑MD͒ and the information divergence ͑ID͒ as performance measures. The tolerance ⌬ was set to 3, which was an empirical choice. It should also be noted that both MD and ID were performed on the probability distributions produced by Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑7͒. The images are selected from Brodatz's natural texture images, 10 image A ͑beach sand͒, image B ͑water͒, image C ͑pressed cork͒, and image D ͑fur hide of an unborn calf͒. To make our analysis simple and more effective, the upper left corner of size 64ϫ64 pixels cropped from each of the four images in Fig.  5 was used for our experiments. They are enlarged and shown right beneath each of the four images labeled by Fig.  5͑b͒ . Figures 6 and 7 show examples of eight texture spectra of the TUNs and GTUNs generated for the four texture images in Fig. 5 , respectively, with eight different starting positions from X 1 , X 2 ,¯,X 8 . As we can see from Figs. 6 and 7, the TUC-generated and the GTUC-generated texture spectra were quite different, thus provide different levels of texture information for analysis. In particular, compared to TUC-generated texture spectra for four images, which all looked very similar from visual inspection, the GTUCgenerated texture spectrum of image A was quite different from those of images B, C, and D. So, it could be singled out immediately without difficulty. If we further examined more closely the GTUC-generated texture spectrum of im-age B, it was also distinct from images C and D. As for images C and D, their corresponding GTUC-generated texture spectra were very similar and difficult to discern one from another. Based on this observation, we could conclude that the four texture images could be grouped into three different classes, image A, image B, and a class comprised of images C and D. However, such categorization cannot be made easily by visually examining the TUC-generated texture spectra in Fig. 6 .
To avoid subjective visual inspection, Tables 1 and 2 tabulate the results of applying the TUC and GTUC to all the four texture images in Fig. 5͑b͒ using the MD and ID as distance measures, respectively. To simplify analysis, the notations TUC/MD(X,Y ), TUC/ID(X,Y ), GTUC/MD(X,Y ), and GTUC/ID(X,Y ) are introduced to represent the distance between images X and Y measured by the TUC using MD and ID, the GTUC using MD and ID, respectively. Using these four definitions, Table 1 shows that TUC/MD͑A,D͒ϭ0.0023, TUC/MD͑B,A͒ ϭ0.0026, and TUC/MD͑C,D͒ϭTUC/MD͑D,C͒ϭ0.0028, all of which were the smallest values yielded by TUC/MD for each of the four texture images in Fig. 5͑b͒ . It implied that image A was more similar to image D than to images B and C, image B was more similar to image A than to images C and D, and images C and D were similar to each other compared to images A and B. Now, if the GTUC was used and their results are tabulated in Table 1 , where GTUC/MD͑A,B͒ϭGTUC/ MD͑A,B͒ϭ0.0140, GTUC/MD͑C,D͒ϭGTUC/MD͑D,C͒ ϭ0.00025 were the smallest values produced by the GTUC/MD for each of the four texture images. The GTUC results suggested that images A and B were in one group, while images C and D were in another group.
Next, if the ID was implemented in place of the MD in Table 1 , the results of the TUC/ID and GTUC/ID are tabulated in Table 2 , where for each of the four texture images, their smallest values in Table 2 produced by TUC/ID and GTUC/ID, were TUC/ID͑A,C͒ϭ0.6868, TUC/ID͑B,A͒ ϭ1.1000, TUC/ID͑C,D͒ϭTUC/ID͑D,C͒ϭ0.6615, and GTUC/ID͑A,C͒ϭ0.3529, GTUC/ID͑B,A͒ϭ0.6833, GTUC/ ID͑C,D͒ϭGTUC/ID͑D,C͒ϭ0.0172. Interestingly, in this case, the TUC/MD and GTUC/ID produced consistent results. Both suggested that image A was more similar to image C than to images B and D, image B was more similar to image A than to images C and D, and images C and D were similar to each other compared to images A and B. Furthermore, if we take a close look at the ID values produced by GTUC in Table 2 , we could conclude immediately that images C and D were in the same texture image class with similar texture patterns, because the value of GTUC/ID͑C,D͒ϭGTUC/ID͑D,C͒, 0.0172 was very small, while images A and B could be considered as two separate texture image classes, since GTUC/ID͑A,C͒ϭ0.3529, GTUC/ID͑B,A͒ϭ0.6833 were almost 20 and 40 times of the value 0.0172. The results in Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate that the ID was more reliable than the MD in terms of texture discrimination, and the GTUC performed more effectively than did the TUC.
To further substantiate our conclusions drawn from Tables 1 and 2 , the RDPB, entropy, and RDPW were used to evaluate the performance of TUC/MD, GTUC/MD, TUC/ID, and GTUC/ID for comparative analysis. Tables  3-6 tabulate their results with images A, B, C, and D used as a reference image, respectively, where the smallest RDPB values and the largest RDPW values are highlighted and shaded for each of four reference images. As noted, a smaller value of RDPB yielded by one image indicates less discrimination between the image and the reference image. On the contrary, a larger value of RDPW between two images represents a more discriminatory power to discriminate the two images with respect to the reference image. As shown in Tables 3-6 , when the ID was used, the TUC and GTUC produced consistent results with the GTUC having better discriminatory powers ͑i.e., higher RDPW values͒ and less entropies. On the other hand, when MD was used, the GTUC generally performed better than the TUC with significant reduction of entropies and substantially better discriminatory powers ͑see RDPW values in Tables 3-6͒ Tables  3-6 are further taken into account, the TUC/MD performed the worst among the TUC/MD, GTUC/MD, TUC/ID, and GTUC/ID.
It is also interesting to revisit image A. According to Tables 1 and 2 , both TUC and GTUC had difficulty with discriminating image A from images B, C, and D. This is because image A has quite different texture patterns from images B, C, and D, as shown in Fig. 7 . So, in this case, image A can be discriminated easily and should be removed from comparison with other images. If it was used as a reference image, the RDPB and RSPW values among images B, C, and D were not consistent, as reflected in Table  3 . The results in Table 3 show that TUC/MD͑A,D͒ ϭ0.2949, GTUC/MD͑A,B͒ϭ0.2510, TUC/ID͑A,C͒ Table 1 Results of TUC and GTUC for the four texture images in Table 9 RDPB of TUC/MD, GTUC/MD, TUC/ID, and GTUC/ID using image K as the reference image. To have a fair comparison between Wang and He's TUC and our GTUC, the four texture images used for our previous experiments were the same ones used in Wang and He's work in Refs. 2, 4, 5, and 6. However, similar experiments can be also carried out for any texture image. In doing so, 11 texture images labeled A through K in Fig. 8 were randomly selected from Brodatz's natural texture images, 10 where the image K was chosen as a reference image to calculate the RDPB for comparison. Tables 7 and  8 tabulate the results of TUC and GTUC for these 11 texture images measured by the MD and the ID, respectively. Since the image K was used as a reference image, we looked at the last rows and last columns of Tables 7 and 8 to compare the performance of the TUC and the GTUC using the MD and the ID. Interestingly, the experimental results provided evidence that the two distance measures MD and ID performed differently, even though they were implemented in conjunction with the same texture feature coding method. According to Tables 7 and 8 , the TUC and GTUC identified the image I ͑highlighted values͒ as the one closest to image K using the MD, compared to the image D ͑highlighted values͒ identified to be closest to the image K by the TUC and the GTUC using the ID. To further evaluate their relative discriminatory probabilities, Table 9 tabulates the RDPB of the TUC/MD, GTUC/MD, TUC/ID, and GTUC/ID using image K as a reference image, where their respective entropies were also calculated. As we can see from this table, the ID always yielded the smaller RDPB and entropy than the MD did when they were implemented with the same texture coding method. Since the tables for the RDPW are too large, their results are not included in this work. Nevertheless, those who are interested in the RDPW can compute their values directly from Tables 7 and 8. To conclude this section, Table 10 provides a comparative analysis on the computational complexity of the TUC and GTUC calculated for the 11 texture images in Fig. 8 , where a Pentium III PC with 600 MHz was used for performance evaluation. As documented in Table 10 , the GTUC required about 17 to 26 sec to generate each image compared to about 1.5 to 2.0 sec required by the TUC, which is about 15 times in seconds in computational complexity. This additional computing time is attributed by the computation of the gradient texture feature matrix for the GTUC.
Conclusions
The concept of the texture spectrum recently proposed by Wang and He has found applications in pattern classification. It can be considered as a transform coding that makes use of a 3ϫ3 texture unit ͑TU͒ to convert texture patterns of an image to various texture numbers that can be used to form a texture spectrum in the same way that an image gray-level histogram is created in histogram equalization for image enhancement. This work presents a new approach, called gradient texture unit coding ͑GTUC͒ that is derived from Wang and He's texture unit approach. Unlike Wang and He's texture unit coding ͑TUC͒ that encodes the gray-level changes between the seed ͑center͒ pixel and one of its adjacent pixels in a texture unit, the GTUC generates gradient texture numbers ͑GTUNs͒ that dictate gray-level changes between the seed pixel and its two adjacent pixels in a texture unit. As a result, the GTUC can be interpreted as a gradient of Wang and He's texture unit numbers ͑TUNs͒ because it captures the gray-level changes between two TUNs. Interestingly, both the Wang and He's TUC and the GTUC results in the same range of their corresponding texture unit numbers from 0 to 6560. Therefore, their spectra can be normalized to probability vectors and further measured by information divergence in conjunction with other criteria recently developed in hyperspectral image analysis. 8, 9 The main contributions of this work focus on the introduction of a new texture coding method, GTUC, and exploration of the TUC and GTUC in texture analysis from an information theory's point of view. The results presented are only based on texture analysis. They can also be implemented in conjunction with classification techniques to perform texture classification and pattern recognition in various areas such as medical imaging, remote sensing, etc. One such example using the concept of Wang and He's texture spectrum and TUC is mass detection in mammograms, where texture features provide crucial elements in classification. 11, 12 A new application of our GTUC to this area is currently under investigation.
